List or description of CC-licensed Content
As referred to in the Notice for CC-licensed Content and the IEA terms and conditions, the
following IEA content constitutes “CC-licensed Content” and is licensed as set out in the Notice
for CC-licensed Content:
Name or
Content

description

of

CC-licensed Applicable CC license

All text, reports (including associated datasets, CC BY 4.0 International
figures
and
infographics),
articles,
commentaries, standalone graphs, figures, and
infographics produced by the IEA and featuring
in the introduction and under the ‘News’,
‘Latest’ and ‘Key Points’ sections of the
Russia’s War on Ukraine webpages.
Photographs are specifically excluded.
The following CC-licensed Content carries its own Creative Commons notice which will prevail
over the terms set out in the Notice for CC-licensed Content to the extent of any inconsistency.
Name or
Content

description

of

CC-licensed Applicable CC licence and notice

Weather for Energy Tracker
https://www.iea.org/articles/weather-for-energytracker
This database is made available under the Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 3.0 IGO license (CC
BY-NC-ND 3.0 IGO) http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-ncnd/3.0/igo/deed.en, you are free to copy and redistribute the
material, provided the use is for non-commercial purposes, under
the following conditions:
Attribution - Please cite the database as follows: IEA and CMCC
(2022), Weather for Energy Tracker, License: Creative Commons
CC BY-NC-ND 3.0 IGO
Third-party content—The OECD/IEA and CMCC do not
necessarily own each component of the content and data
contained within this database. Therefore, neither the OECD, IEA
nor CMCC warrant that the use of any such third-party owned
individual component will not infringe on the rights of those third
parties. The risk of claims resulting from such infringement rests
solely with you. If you wish to re-use a component of the work in
accordance with this CC BY NC-ND 3.0 IGO license, it is your
responsibility to determine whether permission is needed for that
re-use and to obtain permission from the relevant copyright
owner. Examples of components can include, but are not limited
to, data, figures, or images.

Net Zero by 2050 dataset
https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics/dataproduct/net-zero-by-2050-scenario

This data is available under the Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 IGO license (CC BY-NC-SA 3.0
IGO) You are free to copy, redistribute and adapt the data,
provided the use is for non-commercial purposes, under the
following conditions:
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Third-party content - If you wish to use or re-disseminate any
data in this file that is sourced or attributed to a third party, it is
your responsibility to determine whether permission is needed for
that re-use and to obtain permission from the relevant owner.
Attribution - Please cite the IEA’s data as follows: International
Energy Agency (2021), Net Zero by 2050, IEA, Paris: Net Zero by
2050 Scenario - Data product - IEA. License: Creative Commons
Attribution CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 IGO.
Adaptations - If you create derived material based on IEA data,
please use the following notice: Based on data from International
Energy Agency (2021) Net Zero by 2050: Net Zero by 2050
Scenario - Data product - IEA; as modified by [insert your legal
entity name].
ShareAlike - If you transform, build on or otherwise modify the
IEA’s data in order to derive new material, you must distribute
your derived material under the same license as the original.
Commercial usage: If you wish to use the data for commercial
purposes or use or distribute your derived material for commercial
purposes then please refer to the related product "Net Zero by
2050 Scenario - Commercial usage".

Methane Tracker Database
https://www.iea.org/articles/methane-trackerdatabase






This data is available under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
license (CC BY 4.0) You are free to copy, redistribute and adapt
the data under the following conditions:
Third-party content - If you wish to use or re-disseminate any
data in this file that is sourced or attributed to a third party, it is
your responsibility to determine whether permission is needed for
that re-use and to obtain permission from the relevant owner.
Attribution - Please cite the IEA’s data as follows: International
Energy Agency (2022), Methane Tracker Database, IEA, Paris.
License: Creative Commons Attribution CC BY 4.0.
Adaptations - If you create derived material based on IEA data,
please use the following notice: Based on data from International
Energy Agency (2022) Methane Tracker Database - IEA; as
modified by [insert your legal entity name].
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